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ABSTRACT

A npw phenotTienological model for electromagnetic (e.m. ) form

lactor (ff) of He nucleus Is presented, which is based on a modification

ut tho well proved in e.m. interactions of hadrons vector-meson-dominance

(VHD) model by means of an incorporation of correct He ff analytic

properties, nonzero vector-meson widths and the right power asymptotic

behaviour predicted by the quark model. It reproduces the existing

experimental information on He e.m. ff in the space-Hke region quite

well. Furthermore, couplings of all well established isoscalar vector

mesons with .1' = 1 to He nucleus are evaluated as a result of the

analysis and the time-I ike region behaviour of He e.m. ff is predicted.

AH a consequent!' of the latter the total cross section of c e

process is calculated for the first time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

/

The electromagnetic (e.m,) structure of He nucleus, practically

measured only for t < 0 in the elastic electron-He scattering experi-

ments, is completely described by one scalar function F ,(t), where t = -Q
He

is the photon four-momentum transfer squared. At present the data on F /.^^

do exist [1-4] at the range of momenta -2.4 GeV2 s t * -0.0102 GeV2 H e

and they manifest one diffraction minimum at t = -0.4 GeV and indicate

perhaps another one around the value t R* -2 GeV .

All experimental information, including the position of the

diffraction minima, is explained (see [5] and references therein) rather

satisfactorily in the framework of the nonrelativistic nuclear models, which

on the other hand give, however, no reliable prediction outside the region of

existing data. We have in mind the power-law asymptotic behaviour of F

in deep t < 0 region, predestinated (see [61 and references therein)

by the quark model and in analogy with e.ra. form factors (ff's) of hadrons

also the time-like region (i.e. t > 0) behaviour of He charge ff, which
2 4

for t > 4m , (m , is the mass of He nucleus) can in principle be
He* He* 4_ 4

measured in the e e * He He annihilation process.

In order to overcome these shortcomings of the nonrelat ivistic

nuclear models . attention has been paid [7) recently to the correct

analytic properties of F ,(t) in the complex t-plane. Especially.an
H e 2

analytic model was constructed by the formal change of the 4m threshold

in the generalized Gounaris-Sakurai pion ff model [8] (given essentially

by the D(t) function of the so-called N/D representation of the im

scattering amplitude) to 9m value, corresponding to the lowest threshold

of the pure isoscalar He charge ff and by a further improvement of the

model, introducing another effective cut contribution through the finite

series of a numerator function N(t) in a parabolic conformal mapping

variable.

Although the authors of the paper [7] were more or less successful

in a description of the experimental information on He charge ff by

means of such model with 7 free parameters, they, however, did not achieve

the asymptotic behaviour of F t(t) compatible with the quark model predic-
4

tion ior He nucleus. Then the extrapolation to the time-like region is

uncertain as well.

This failure of He charge ff model of [7] outside the data is

in our opinion caused by an extrapolation realized by means of partly

incorrect function. The false component of the model is the modified form
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of the nu scattering D(t) function, uhich cannot be an adequate

approximation of the 3-n branch cut contribution to F ,(t) behaviour,

because the analytic structure of He charge ff is more complicated than

the pion e.m. ff and there is no analogue of the m scattering D(t)

function in the isoscalar case at all.

In this paper we present another model of He e.m. structure

inspecting the correct analytic properties of F ,Ct), in which the
He4

asymptotic behaviour predicted by the quark model for He nucleus is

required. Moreover, the model has a serious physical background in the

vector-mesou-dominance (VMD) model [9, 10] in which the electron-He

interaction mediated by a virtual photon assumes that the latter is first

converted with a certain probability into a hadronic vector meson state

with the same quantum numbers and only then this vector meson interacts

with He strongly as in any other hadronic collision. So, in our model

we a priori suppose at the region of t corresponding to the mass square

values of the considered isoscalar vector mesons a nontrivial resonant

structure of F >(t), which was not found by an analytic extrapolation

of the previous model 17] outside of the data to the time-like region.

A synthesis of the well proved VMD model with correct analytic

properties of F ,(t) and the asymptotic behaviour predicted by the quark

model for He nucleus, together with a successful reproduction of existing

experimental information at the range of momenta -2.4 GeV * t .f -0.0102 GpV

extends a confidence also to the predicted values of F
^

the time-

2
like region above the helium-antihelium threshold t = Am , from uhich

+ - H e h- 4
the cross section of the annihilation process e e •+ He He is

calculated for the first time.

4
In Section 2 the modified VMD model for He ff is constructed.

Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of existing data on He charge ff and

toan evaluation of couplings of the well established isoscalar vector mesons

with J = 1 to He nucleus. Conclusions are briefly summarized in

Section 4.

1. MODIFIED VMD MODEL FOR He CHARGE FORK FACTOR

The construction of the model is started from the VMD

approximation ol Fie charge ff
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FC™>(t)
He c (U

where the sum, due to the isoscalar nature of He nucleus, is carried

out only through the well established isoscalar vector meson resonances [11]

v = oi, <t, $', 4i, \JJ " with quantum numbers of the photon, m^ are their

masses and f ,- ,, f are the vector^meson-helium-antihelium and the
vHe^He* v

universal vector-meson coupling constants respectively, which can be definf.il

(for an analogy see Eef.[9]} by means of the following effective Lagrangian

z. = ̂
int tv

+ f
He 4 v

,, vector meson fields V
4 p

(2)

0constructed from the He nucleus field

and the electromagnetic field A^.

On the other hand, from a standard investigation of analytic

properties of Feynman integrals [12, 13] of a formal perturbation expansion

of He charge ff we know, that I' . (t) is an analytic function in the
He

complex t-plane besides branch cuts on the positive real axis, generated by

branch points, which correspond to the opening of various virtual channels

in an intermediate state of the process e e Ke He , or to anomalous

thresholds [12, 13] generated by the corresponding to }' ,(tj triangle
He1

diagrams. Nevertheless, the lowest anomalous threshold is found [7, 14|
2

to be at t = 9.63m , which is still abovp the lowest normal thrnshoLd
a it

t = 9ro of the pure isoscalar He' chargo ff, so the first cut of F ,(t '
n ^ 2 H(-starts at the value t = 9m .

n IT

In order to incorporate the correct analytic properties into I hi!

zero-width VMD model (1) we utilize properties of the following nonlinear

transformation , ,. ^ ,

t = tQ - f I . vU W J
with two real positive parameters tfl and

inl

(3)

The dinrct meaning of

and t. , is clear from the inverse transformation to (3)

W(t) = i

tinl"tO

1/2 1/2 "11/2 1/2 1/2

1/2 1/2
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which is mapping the whole complex t-plane into the left-half of the unit

disc in W-plane. One can immediately read out from (4) that tg, t^a^

are square-root-branch points, by means of which a tvio-cut-apptoximation

of He charge ff analytic structure in the modified VMD model is taken

into account. Then tn is identified with the lowest normal He
2

charge ff threshold tn = t » 9m and t. , is considered to be an
0 n n lnl

effective threshold simulating contributions of other cuts. The latter

will be left as a free parameter of the model, in order to fix it at the

most optimal value analyzing the existing data.

Now denoting the position of poles of (1) and the normalization

point 1. = 0 of Hfi charge ff in the W-plane by w"vQ (the subindex

"0" means that vector mesons are considered as stable particles i.e.

I1 = 0 ) and W,. respectively, one obtains from (3) the relation for the

mass squared of vector mesons

(5)

and also the identity as follows

0 = tr (6)

Substituting (3), (5) and (6) into (1) one gets the resulting expression

tor Ho charge if in t.he fol lowing form

H«/
f , , /

^ (W-Wv0)(H4.Wv0J(W-l/Wv0)(W+l/Wv0)

(7 )

In urdi'r lo exhibit, the reality of (7) for t < tQ explicitly, we arrange it

l-v using special properties of VMD pole positions W ^ in W-plane,

in! louinp dire*:I Iv from (4):
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i f

i f m' > t , ,
sO i n l

then 1/Vi
sO

(8a)

(8b)

As a result ve obtain

He -i/wr0)(w-i/w*0)

(W~Ws0)(W-W^0)(H+Ws0)(W+W*0)

2)

from where the reality of He charge ff for t < tQ, where W(t) is also

real, is transparent.

Up to this moment we considered vector meson resonances as stable

particles. However, one can define them as complex poles t = (tn^-iT^. ,.

on the unphysical sheets of the Kiemann surface generated by the branch

points tfi and t, i.e.. to introduce nonzero values rv ^ 0 of vector

meson widths in (9) by the replacement m -> (in - IT /2) leading to

the change

vO v

Then one gets the modified VMD model in the iorm

(10)

F JW(t)l =
He

He

(W-W
5 S S S

sHe He

(11)
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which is defined on the four sheeted Riemann surface, generated by the

mp

and IV sheets.

square-root-type branch points tQ, t, ., with r-poles (always in complex

conjugate pairs) on II and IV sheets and s-poles on III

Moreover, it is real for t < tQ and complex for

the normalization condition of the zero-width VMD model (1)

t > t^, it conserves

E f .
vl!e He

/f (12)

electromagnetic structure of HeH nucleus with the asymptotic behaviour

^-11.,(t)
4

(14)

predicted by the quark model for He". The model reproduced the existing

data on F /(t) quite well, as it will be seen in the next section.

further it depends iust on the parameters t. , , m , r , f , , /f

m l ' v v- v H eA S e4 v

(v = iii, ()> , <t>', i>, ty') with clear physical meaning and considers the

instability of vector mesons (unlike the standard Breit-Wigner form) in a

right way, i.e. without any conflict with other fundamental properties of

the He charge ff".

Now we would like to turn an attention to the unusual feature of the

utilized transformation (3) , which enables us to achieve also the asymptotic

behaviour of F , (t) in agreement with the quark, model predictions for

He nucleus without violation of any accomplished quality of the constructed

modified VMD model for He* charge ff. The transformation (3) leads to the

factorization of the resultant expressions (see (7), (9) and (11)) having this term

((l-W )/(l-W )) in common for all considered vector mesons, which determines

the asymptotic behaviour of the model. The second factor consists of the sum of pole

terms, which describe the nontrivial behaviour of F (t) at the resonant
He

region and for t •+ ± » approach to real constants. Essentially, owing

to the factorization property of the transformation (3) it is possible to give a

generalization of (9) without any violation of the constructed model to

the form

He

Z (w-ws)(w-w*K(w+ws)(w+w*)

(13)

= 12, i.e. the sura of all constituent quarks of nucleons in

4 H
He nucleus, gives the ultimate modified VMD model for the description of

for which

3. ANALYSIS OF THE He4 CHARGE FORM FACTOR DATA

There are four tabulated results on the independent elastic

scattering electron-He experiments [1-4] from which 104 experimental points

on He charge ff at the range of the momentum transfer squared values

-2.4 GeV ^ t < -0.0102 GeV were determined. They have been analyzed

by means of the modified VMD model (13) with correct analytic properties

and the asymptotic behaviour (14) predicted by the quark model for He-

nucleus. Since there are no data on F
He

in the time-like region

(including also the resonant region) which could be helpful in a det.Grmina-

tion of correct expected values of masses and widths of considered resonances

we fix the latter at the values given by Review of Farticle Properties (11 I

and keep only the effective inelastic threshold ^i.i and the correspond ing

coupling ratios f , ,/f (v = tu, <t> , <i ' , iji, Ji' ) as free parameters of
vHe He v

the model, however, restricted by the normalization condition (12).

Particularly, using the restriction (1.2), the coupling ratio correspond Lug

to the (j-meson through the other ratios of coupling constants as follows

,/f 1 - (15)
4 <

vile lie

in the analysis of the data is expressed.

The obtained results graphically presented in Fig.la exhibit that

the modified VMD model for He charge ff reproduces the well established
2

first diffraction minimum at t = -0.4 GeV almost exactly and the indicated

second diffraction minimum quite r&asonably with the values of parameters as

follows;

t. , = 1.045 ± 0,038 GeV2

m l

f /f = -18.254 + 0.078
• He fie '

= -10.658 i 0.026

-7- -8-



= 8.624 + 0.014 .If,, = 7.682 + 0.030 . (16)

The ratio of coupling constants corresponding to the w-meson calculated

by means of the relation (15) takes the following value

,/f
4 "

13.606 t 0.089 (17)

In i'ig.lb a prediction for He charge ff behaviour in the time-like region

is presented where the contributions of all considered five isoscalar vector

mesons with quantum numbers of photon are clearly visible.

Nevertheless.the best description of the existing experimental

information on F
He

(see Fig.2a) with a reduction of x in a

comparison with the previous results by the value more than 100 and the

values of parameters

t . , = 1.048 ± 0.047 Ge
m l

= -22.766 + 0.010 f

, - 13.^97 + 0.01'.: f

,/f, = -\i.i:\t, ± o.

,/f , = 6.107 + 0.036 (18)

f 4_ Ji^ = 15.396 + 0.042

does not: require an existtna'. of tlw Eixtnd diffraction miniinm. So, the problan of existence

or non-existence of the latter has to be solved by new and more precise

measurements of He" charge if at the region t ~ -2 GeV . The predicted

time-I ike region behaviour of F t (t } with only one diffraction minimum
He

at the space-Iike region is shown in Fig.2b.

The comparison of Fig.1b with Fig.2b clearly exhibits that the

t inns-like region behaviour of Ifc'4 charge ff does not depend on the existence

[if I lie second diffraction minimum in the space-like region remarkably and as
+ - U- A

a consequence the same, is valid also lor the cross section of e e -+ He He

iira.rss, cnlcuUtcd from the extrapolated values of F ,(t) above the
H e + - 4-4

heLium-anl ihelium Lhresho \.d. The behaviour of o(e e -> He He )

up to t = f)r) GeV" in both cases of the He^ charge ff are presented in

!''LR.:i. The curve denoted by 1 corresponds to the F ^(t) with one

diffraction minimum in the spacu-like region and the curve 2 to the

f /(t) with two diffraction minima at. t < 0 region.

-9-

h. CONCLUSIONS

We have constructed a new phenomenological model for a description

of a.m. structure of He nucleus, which is based on a modification of VMD

model by incorporating correct analytic properties, nonzero vector

meson widths in a right way and the correct power asymptotic behaviour

predicted by the quark model. The analysis of existing data on F ,(t)
He 4

suggests that the modified VMD model, which has been found to be successful

for hadrons [15-17] can also be extended to He nucleus. It reproduces

the diffraction minima, which are interpreted in the presented approach

as zeroes of He charge ff, quite well. Furthermore, it predicts the

time-like region behaviour of F ,(t), in which the considered vector meson
He

contributions are clearly visible. The latter is extended above the helium-

antihelium threshold from which the total cross section of e+e~ -> He^He^1

process is calculated. However, the obtained values of o(e+e" -> He^He^1)

are too small to be experimentally verified on the present day electron-

positron colliders.

The application of the modified VMD model to other light, nuclei,

is in progress.like deuteron, He and H
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.la The reproduction of both diffraction minijTia by the modified

VMD model (13).

Fig.lb Extrapolation of the model (13) to the ticne-like region,

where the contributions of all five considered rfisonances

are visible.

Fig,2a The best description of existing data on He charge form

factor by (13), uhich does not require an existence of the

second diffraction minimum.

Fig. 2b Extrapolation to the 1 > 0 region whi:~h docs not differ

remarkably from the behaviour in Fig.lb.

Fig.3 The predicted total cross section of th^ e e + He He

process from F A(t) with one diffraction minimum (denoted
hV.

by 1) and also from F / O ) with two diffraction minima
H<;

in the space-1 ik«? region (denol.od by 2).
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